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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: BEVERLEY CLACK [mailto:beverley.clack@btinternet.com] 
Posted At: 27 July 2012 11:44
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: Lodge Licensing Renewal Application 12/02578/SEV
Subject: Lodge Licensing Renewal Application 12/02578/SEV

Application 12/02578/SEV

I wish to object to the renewal of a licence for The Lodge. 
This application should be rejected on two grounds. 
The site of this club is not appropriate. It is sited near a college which has a nursery attached and thus young people 
cannot help but come into contact with it. It is also next to the ice rink which by its very nature attracts young people 
and families. The fact that this club is next to a coach park which brings tourists to Oxford sends out far from the right 
message about the City of Oxford when the first thing in view is a so-called 'gentleman's club'.

I am concerned at the effect this club has on the experience of women in the city. I teach at Oxford Brookes, and 
believe that it is not appropriate for college students to have to walk past a venue which openly encourages lap-
dancing and other forms of entertainment solely for men. Such entertainment debases and degrades women and 
legitimates a view of women as existing for men's sexual appetite. Such a venue contributes to a threatening context 
for women and helps perpetuate an environment for sexual assault and other related crimes.   

Please reject the application for renewal.
All good wishes
Beverley Clack
27 Cross Street, Oxford, OX4 1BZ

From: BEVERLEY CLACK [mailto:beverley.clack@btinternet.com] 

All good wishes
Beverley ClackBeverley Clack
27 Cross Street, Oxford, OX4 1BZ

Appendix B  
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From: THOMPSON Emma
Sent: 20 July 2012 09:49
To: MASTERS Richard; HIBBERD Allan
Cc: ALISON Julian
Subject: FW: 12/02578/SEV

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: Paula Boddington [mailto:drboddington@hotmail.co.uk] 
Posted At: 19 July 2012 19:45
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: 12/02578/SEV
Subject: 12/02578/SEV

Regarding licensing application number 12/02578/SEV 

Applicant,  Mr Alistair Lockwood Thompson
The Lodge, Oxpens Road, Oxford OX1 1RX

      Application for the Renewal of a Sexual Entertainment Venue Licence: The application is to renew the licence that 
currently permits “relevant entertainment” Monday to Saturday 23.00 hrs to 05.00 hrs.

      I would like to  object to the renewal of this licence. Such a venue is entirely inappropriate for the area.

      These venues demean sexuality, demean women, and indeed demean men. They cast a pall of shame over the 
whole area. They mean that anyone walking past, at any time of the day, comes within a threatening area, where they 
know that many of those who frequent these locales are encouraged in a 'culture' that sees sex as 'entertainment', that 
sells a tawdry picture of grossly debased sexuality, parasitic upon cultural images of 'idealised' women's bodies which 
are known to cause enormous problems with body image and self-esteem, and encourage the notion that women in 
particular are to be traded as a commodity. 

From: Paula Boddington [mailto:drboddington@hotmail.co.uk] 
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      In view of the horrific problems that Oxford also has with trafficking in women for sexual slavery, not to mention 
the grooming of young girls, this all adds to a climate which lowers standards of sexual restraint, sees women as bait 
and as fair game for anyone with enough power and money to buy them. This in other words simply adds to the 
culture that permits and encourages trafficking and sexual exploitation of minors.

      It is also a bad venue in a city where so many young people come to study, who may be legally adult but who are 
still effectively adolescent, and who therefore may be more vulnerable to falling into thinking that such low grade smut 
actually represents a valid avenue of human sexuality, rather than a profit making debasement of it.

      It is also a bad venue for the tourist image of Oxford which is based upon wholesome scholarship and tradition. it's 
bad enough that for generations Oxford University excluded women. To have them on show for sale in this tourist 
town is something that makes me hang my head with shame. 

      Yours sincerely

      Paula Boddington, BA BPhil DPhil LLM FRSA

      8 Arlington Drive,

      Marston

      OX3 0SH

      Paula Boddington, BA BPhil DPhil LLM FRSA

      8 Arlington Drive,

      Marston
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-----Original Message-----
From: Peter Nicholas [mailto:peternicholas@me.com] Posted At: 29 July 2012 11:39 Posted To: 
licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: Application number 12/02578/SEV
Subject: Application number 12/02578/SEV

To Whom it May Concern, 

I am writing to urge you not to grant licenses to sexual entertainment venues in Oxford, specifically not to re-license 
the Lodge on Oxpens road. 

I would like to refer to you to the work of 'Object' - an award we inning human rights organisation that challenges the 
sexual objectification of women and the mainstreaming of the sex and porn industries through establishments such as 
lap dancing clubs. They identify (as have numerous other organisations) lots of research that clearly identifies negative 
attitudes towards women and anti-social behaviour in general that is caused by the presence of lap dancing clubs. 
Strikingly this behaviour is not only by those who attend the clubs but by others in the community. In particular their 
'stripping the illusion' campaign is to 'strip the illusion' that such clubs are harmless. They write 'lap dancing clubs 
normalise the sexual objectification of women, create 'no go' zones for women and are a form of sexual exploitation'. 
Surely in a civilised society we should be seeking to do much better than having such a club in Oxford. 

Yours truly

Pete Nicholas

-----Original Message-----
From: Peter Nicholas [mailto:peternicholas@me.com] Posted At: 29 July 2012 11:39 Posted To: 

Pete Nicholas
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From: MASTERS Richard
Sent: 20 July 2012 13:01
To: ALISON Julian
Cc: HIBBERD Allan; THORNTON Robert M; MORRIS Jill; THOMPSON Emma
Subject: FW: Comment on application 12/02578/SEV

-----Original Message-----
From: Cllr Oscar Van Nooijen [mailto:cllrovannooijen@oxford.gov.uk]
Posted At: 20 July 2012 12:59
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: Comment on application 12/02578/SEV
Subject: Comment on application 12/02578/SEV

Dear Julian,

I am writing on my own behalf as a member of the City Council, and on behalf of some of my constituents in the 
residential area of the Hinksey Park ward (which neighbours the application site) who have made representations to 
me, to object in the strongest terms to the application which has been made to renew the Sexual Entertainment Venue 
Licence of 'The Lodge’ nightclub.

It is my view that the granting of such a renewal would frustrate the four licensing objectives adopted by the Council 
in line with national legislative requirements. The provision of a sexual entertainment venue at this unsuitable location, 
close to the city centre, to housing and to major tourist and leisure facilities, will jeopardise the prevention of crime 
and disorder, public safety, and the prevention of nuisance. The proximity of such an establishment to two distinct 
quiet residential areas also risks clear and egregious conflict with all four objectives, most critically the fourth 
objective to secure the protection of children from harm because of the nature of the sexual entertainment to be 
provided. I would, in particular, draw the Authority’s attention to the wording of section 5.1.1 of the Oxford City 
Council Statement of Licensing Policy (January 2011 to January 2014), which states: 
'Providing customers with greater choice and flexibility is an important consideration, but will always be balanced 
against the duty to promote the four licensing objectives and the rights of local residents to peace and quiet.'

I would be grateful if you could keep me informed of the decision of the Authority on this application, and any likely 
date for determination by committee. I would like to speak at any committee hearing on behalf of my constituents.

Best wishes,

Oscar

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity 
to whom they are addressed. All communications sent to or from Oxford City Council may be subject to recording 
and/or monitoring in accordance with relevant legislation.  If you have received this email in error please notify the 
author by return email.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: Rosemary Fennell [mailto:rosemary@rfennell.free-online.co.uk] 
Posted At: 29 July 2012 14:45
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: Comment on application 12/02578/SEV
Subject: Comment on application 12/02578/SEV

This comment relates to the application for re-licensing of the lap dancing club on Oxpens Road. I wish to oppose this 
application on the grounds, firstly, that this area consists overwhelming in residential accommodation with a small 
amount of other activity such as the Royal Mail collection office and a petrol station. It is not part of the club land in 
the centre of the city. It was therefore inappropriate to inject a lap dancing club into this location and that remains the 
case. Secondly, the City Council says that it supports healthy recreational activity, both outdoors and indoors. It is a 
strange application of this policy to have a lap dance club almost next door to the ice rink which provides exactly the 
kind of activity for a wide range of ages which comes under this healthy activity heading. It is ironic that, while the 
Olympics are taking place in London, Oxford is facilitating an activity that can scarcely be classified as healthy 
recreation.  The City must make up its mind what its policy is and not try to have its cake and eat it.

Dr Rosemary Fennell

50 Trinity Street

St Ebbe’s

Oxford

OX1 1TY

From: Rosemary Fennell [mailto:rosemary@rfennell.free-online.co.uk] 

Dr Rosemary Fennell

50 Trinity Street

St Ebbe’s

Oxford
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From: THOMPSON Emma
Sent: 20 July 2012 10:32
To: MASTERS Richard; HIBBERD Allan
Cc: ALISON Julian
Subject: FW: Comments for Licensing Application 12/02578/SEV

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: publicaccess@oxford.gov.uk [mailto:publicaccess@oxford.gov.uk] 
Posted At: 20 July 2012 10:26
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: Comments for Licensing Application 12/02578/SEV
Subject: Comments for Licensing Application 12/02578/SEV

Licensing Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is provided below.

Comments were submitted at 10:25 AM on 20 Jul 2012 from Ms Sue Tanner.

      Application Summary 
      Address: Coven (ii) Oxpens Road Oxford Oxfordshire OX1 1RX  
      Proposal: Sexual Entertainment Venue Licence  
      Case Officer: Allan Hibberd  
      Click for further information 

      Customer Details 
      Name: Ms Sue Tanner 
      Email: sue@tanox.demon.co.uk  
      Address: 32 Sunningwell Road Oxford 

      Comments Details 
      Commenter Type: Members of the Public 
      Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application 
      Reasons for comment: - Crime and Disorder 
      - Protection of Children from Harm 
      - Public Nuisance 
      - Public Safety 

      Comments: 10:25 AM on 20 Jul 2012 I object to the location of this club. It is opposite an educational 
establishment which holds classes in the evening. It is next to a leisure facility which also operates in the evening. The 
purpose of the club is obvious to those who use these facilities even during the day. It is also next to a public coach 
park where visitors arrive from all over the world to visit Oxford. This club is not in keeping with the image which we 
want the City to present and is therefore bad for trade. The club is also close to a large number of residential properties 
and constitutes a threat to public order and to the safety of women in the area. The establishment's large advertisement 
close to the station makes its purpose explicit and is offensive to many who pass by. Its site next to the station and the 
Youth Hostel is particularly deplorable. 

      Customer Details 
      Name: Ms Sue Tanner 
      Email: sue@tanox.demon.co.uk        Email: sue@tanox.demon.co.uk  
      Address: 32 Sunningwell Road Oxford 

Comments were submitted at 10:25 AM on 20 Jul 2012 from Ms Sue Tanner.
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From: MASTERS Richard
Sent: 09 July 2012 08:52
To: HIBBERD Allan
Cc: ALISON Julian; MORRIS Jill; THORNTON Robert M; THOMPSON Emma
Subject: FW: Licence application - the Lodge

Richard Masters

Licensing Assistant
Licensing Authority
Oxford City Council
St Aldate's Chambers
109 St Aldate's
Oxford
OX1 1DS

Tel:01865 252565
Email: rmasters@oxford.gov.uk

-----Original Message-----
From: stebbes [mailto:stebbes@hodgesm.free-online.co.uk]
Posted At: 08 July 2012 18:17
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: Licence application - the Lodge
Subject: Licence application - the Lodge

Dear Sir

This is an application for a second year for this sex entertainment place in Oxpens Road.

My objections to a renewal of the licence are :

The character of the locality in which the place is now is not suitable. 
The Cherwell College faces the place and the Lodge is clearly visible for what it is to students and visitors to the 
College.  Now the place opens at 10pm its activities are visible to students and visitors to the College for evening 
sessions. The Ice Rink is close by - this is a good and valuable sporting facility which is in no way similar to the 
Lodge activities. 
Private houses and flats in Woodbine Close and in Thames Street give the area a residential aspect again not suited to 
a sex activity place.  The Public coach Park is adjacent, passengers alighting here,probably to visit the City, have the 
Lodge in full view - not a good advertisement for the City.  The very large advertisement for the Lodge on the bill 
board at the Railway Station leaves no doubt in visitors' minds that the City has a full scale sex entertainment place. Is 
this unfortunate as the City tries to establish the idea that Oxford is a world heritage site ?

Therefore my objection to the Lodge is the place where it is situated.  Such places - if Oxford is prepared,as it appears 
to be ,to allow such places - should be in areas where their presence is well away from residential areas, educational 
areas and places where normal sporting activities take place. 
Nor should the Lodge be allowed to advertise so blatantly at the railway station where so many visitors arrive.

Yours faithfully

-----Original Message-----
From: stebbes [mailto:stebbes@hodgesm.free-online.co.uk]
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Mary Hodges  (Miss)

3 Trinity Street
Oxford
OX1 1TN

01865 244176

stebbes@hodgesm.free-online.co.uk

Mary Hodges  (Miss)

3 Trinity Street3 Trinity Street
Oxford

01865 244176

stebbes@hodgesm.free-online.co.uk
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From: THOMPSON Emma
Sent: 20 July 2012 11:43
To: MASTERS Richard; HIBBERD Allan
Cc: ALISON Julian
Subject: FW: Sex establishment application- 'The Lodge'

-----Original Message-----
From: anneliesedodds@gmail.com [mailto:anneliesedodds@gmail.com] Posted At: 20 July 2012 10:58 Posted To: 
licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: Sex establishment application- 'The Lodge'
Subject: Sex establishment application- 'The Lodge'

Dear Sir/ Madam,
Please consider this email as an objection to the application from 'The Lodge' on Oxpens Road.
My objection relates to the location of these premises next to facilities for young people and tourists, as well as 
residential blocks.
First of all, the premises are directly opposite a very busy college which is in use into the evenings and thus during the 
establishment's opening hours. It is essential that students feel that their journeys to and from educational institutions 
are safe. I can imagine few less encouraging environments, particularly for female students, than the type of 
atmosphere that is produced by a sex establishment. 
Secondly, they are next to the (again, heavily used) ice-rink, which again is open into the evenings and sometimes 
relatively late for events, ice-hockey competitions, etc. This is a family facility and it is not acceptable for it to have a 
sex establishment cheek-by-jowl.
Third, the facility is right next to one of the busiest coach parks in Oxford. Over recent weeks, hundreds of young 
people of all nationalities have been congregating on the coach park. The Lodge, as a sex establishment, is hardly a 
good advert for Oxford in that respect, nor does it send a positive message to young people.
Finally, I do not think it is fair on local residents to have to put up with the kinds of noise and petty harassment that 
routinely arise out of proximity to a sex establishment. Having lived next to one in London I can testify that it can 
produce a very unpleasant atmosphere on the streets, particularly for female residents. Furthermore, as a cyclist who 
routinely passes the Lodge virtually every day on the way to and from the station, I would rather not be plagued with 
the types of sexist shouted comments and harassment that routinely is faced by women living near to/passing by sex 
establishments. 
I hope these concerns can be taken into account when considering the application, which I hope will be rejected.
Yours sincerely,
Anneliese Dodds
38 Maureen Christian House
Desborough Crescent
Rose Hill
Oxford
OX4 4GW
------------------

-----Original Message-----
From: anneliesedodds@gmail.com [mailto:anneliesedodds@gmail.com] Posted At: 20 July 2012 10:58 Posted To: 

Yours sincerely,
Anneliese Dodds
38 Maureen Christian House
Desborough CrescentDesborough Crescent
Rose Hill
Oxford
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From: THOMPSON Emma
Sent: 20 July 2012 11:44
To: MASTERS Richard; HIBBERD Allan
Cc: ALISON Julian
Subject: FW: The Lodge - licence renewal

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: Sue Ledwith [mailto:sue@sueledwith.co.uk] 
Posted At: 20 July 2012 11:03
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: The Lodge - licence renewal
Subject: The Lodge - licence renewal

      12/02578/SEV
     The Lodge, 

      Oxpens Road, Oxford, 

      OX1 1RX
     Carfax

      Ward
     Application for the Renewal of a Sexual Entertainment Venue Licence: The application is to renew the licence that 
currently permits “relevant entertainment” Monday to Saturday 23.00 hrs to 05.00 hrs.

      NAME OF APPLICANT / CLUB

      Mr Alistair Lockwood Thompson

From: Sue Ledwith [mailto:sue@sueledwith.co.uk] 
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I am writing to object to the application for the renewal of the sexual entertainment venue licence at the Lodge, 
Oxpens Road [as above]

Generally I find it offensive that Oxford should licence anything to do with sexual entertainment. More particularly for 
this particular application I am objecting on the following grounds:

The character of the area is quite unsuitable Private houses and flats in Woodbine Close and in Thames Street are of a 
residential nature quite unsuited to a sex activity venue. 

The Lodge faces Cherwell College and is clearly visible for what it is to students and visitors to the College. Since it 
opens at 10 pm its activities are visible to students and visitors to the College for evening sessions.  

The Ice Rink is near by - this is a good and valuable sporting facility which is in no way similar to the Lodge 
activities, and is used by a wide range of the public including youngsters.
The public coach park is adjacent; passengers alighting here to visit the City have the Lodge in full view and this is not 
a good advertisement for the City. 

There is a very large advertisement for the Lodge on the bill board at the Train Station which leaves no doubt in 
visitors' minds that the City has a full scale sex entertainment place. Is this unfortunate as the City tries to establish the 
idea that Oxford is a world heritage site ? It is also clearly visible to school children and other youngsters passing on 
the bus etc.
The Lodge should not be allowed to advertise so blatantly at the railway station where so many visitors arrive.

Sue LedwithSue Ledwith
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From: ALISON Julian
Sent: 03 July 2012 12:01
To: HIBBERD Allan
Cc: MORRIS Jill; THOMPSON Emma; CHEUNG Annie; MASTERS Richard
Subject: FW: "The Lodge" application to renew Sexual Entertainment Venue Licence

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: Councillor PRESSEL Susanna 
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 12:00 PM
To: ALISON Julian
Subject: RE: "The Lodge" application to renew Sexual Entertainment Venue Licence

Thanks, Julian.

I'd like to object to the renewal of the Lodge's licence, because this sleazy club is an insult to women and unworthy of 
our City.
Furthermore there are many residents nearby, especially young people, who are at risk from departing patrons under 
the influence of the pornography they have been watching. 
There are also many young people coming and going to the ice-rink next door to the club at all hours of the day and 
night (because it's cheapest in the early hours). 
This makes Oxpens a particularly unsuitable location, as well as the fact that it is very close to residential 
neighbourhoods, whose residents I represent.

Susanna Pressel

City Councillor for Jericho and Osney Ward
County Councillor for West Central Oxford Division
7 Rawlinson Road
OXFORD
OX2 6UE
01865 554001

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: ALISON Julian
Sent: Mon 02/07/2012 17:16
To: Councillors All Members
Cc: PAYNE Tony; COPLEY John
Subject: "The Lodge" application to renew Sexual Entertainment Venue Licence

Dear All,

You had asked to be made aware when the lap-dancing club "The Lodge" submitted it's application to renew the 
licence - please see below (ahead of my weekly update to you all).

Kindest regards 

Julian Alison 
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Licensing Team Leader, Oxford City Council, St. Aldate's Chambers, 109 St. Aldate's, Oxford, OX1 1DS 

Office: 01865-252381 \ Office Fax: 01865-252344 \ Office Mobile: 07799-581923 

E-mail: jalison@oxford.gov.uk \ Website: http://www.oxford.gov.uk 

(Office: Monday - Wednesday) \ (Mobile Working: Thursday - Friday) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: MASTERS Richard 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 12:49 PM
To: 'licensing@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk'
Cc: ALISON Julian; HIBBERD Allan; CROSSAN Karen
Subject: The Lodge Sev renewal

Dear all

Please be advised that we have received a renewal application for the Sexual Entertainment Venue licence for The 
Lodge, Oxpens Road, Oxford, OX1 1RX. Monday to Saturday 23.00 hrs to 05.00 hrs. The application is made by 
Berwin Leighton Paisner LLP on behalf of Mr Alistair Lockwood Thompson. The premises falls in Carfax Ward.

The Uniform reference is 12/02578/SEV and the consultation deadline is 30/07/2012.

Kind regards

Rich

Richard Masters

Licensing Assistant
Licensing Authority
Oxford City Council
St Aldate's Chambers
109 St Aldate's
Oxford
OX1 1DS

Tel:01865 252565
Email: rmasters@oxford.gov.uk
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From: THOMPSON Emma
Sent: 19 July 2012 11:08
To: MASTERS Richard; ALISON Julian
Cc: HIBBERD Allan; MORRIS Jill
Subject: FW: The Lodge, Oxpens - objection

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: Elizabeth Jeffreys [mailto:elizabeth.jeffreys@mod-langs.ox.ac.uk] 
Posted At: 19 July 2012 11:06
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: The Lodge, Oxpens - objection
Subject: The Lodge, Oxpens - objection

Head of the Environment Agency

Oxford City Council

Ramsay House

10 St Ebbe’s Street

Oxford OX1 1PT                                                                    19 July 2012

Dear Sir,

Writing as Chair of the St Ebbe’s New Development Residents’ Association (SENDRA) I would like to register an 
objection to the renewal of the license to operate a venue for sexual entertainment at The Lodge in Oxpens Road. 

The Oxpens location is most inappropriate for entertainment of this sort. It is immediately opposite The Oxford and 
Cherwell Valley College, which is open for use by its adolescent pupils until 10.00 p.m. It abuts onto the coach park 
which is used regularly and frequently by school parties of all nationalities. It is about 100 yards from the Ice Rink 
which has night-time sessions which are much used by student sporting groups. It would be hard to find a place in 
Oxford more full of impressionable young people to be intrigued by advertisement and present in the vicinity during 
the hours of operation of the club.

Since there is no question of attracting the passing trade I see no reason why this club should not be in an isolated 
situation outside the city, where clients can be delivered and removed by car.

Yours sincerely

From: Elizabeth Jeffreys [mailto:elizabeth.jeffreys@mod-langs.ox.ac.uk] 
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Professor Elizabeth Jeffreys

Chair, SENDRA 

Professor Elizabeth M. Jeffreys
Emeritus Bywater and Sotheby Professor
Exeter College, Oxford OX1 3DP
Tel: +44 (0)1865 793358  Fax:+44 (0)1865 279645

Professor Elizabeth Jeffreys

Chair, SENDRA 

Professor Elizabeth M. JeffreysProfessor Elizabeth M. Jeffreys
Emeritus Bywater and Sotheby ProfessorEmeritus Bywater and Sotheby Professor
Exeter College, Oxford OX1 3DPExeter College, Oxford OX1 3DP
Tel: +44 (0)1865 793358  Fax:+44 (0)1865 279645
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From: MASTERS Richard

To: ALISON Julian; HIBBERD Allan

Cc: MORRIS Jill ; THOMPSON Emma

Subject: FW: Comments for Licensing Application 12/02578/SEV

Date: 24 July 2012 12:10:38

From: publicaccess@oxford.gov.uk [mailto:publicaccess@oxford.gov.uk] 
Posted At: 24 July 2012 12:01
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: Comments for Licensing Application 12/02578/SEV
Subject: Comments for Licensing Application 12/02578/SEV

Licensing Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is

provided below.

Comments were submitted at 12:00 PM on 24 Jul 2012 from Dr Lesley Page.

Application Summary

Address: Coven (ii) Oxpens Road Oxford Oxfordshire OX1 1RX

Proposal: Sexual Entertainment Venue Licence

Case Officer: Allan Hibberd

Click for further information

Customer Details

Name: Dr Lesley Page

Email: Lesley.page@kcl.ac.uk

Address:
10 The Crescent, Rutherway, Oxford, Oxfordshire OX2

6QY

Comments Details

Commenter

Type:
Members of the Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Reasons

for

comment:

- Other objection 

Comments: 12:00 PM on 24 Jul 2012 This sexual entertainment

demeans women, increases hostility to women and is

objectionable and distressing to those living and working in

the area.

Comments were submitted at 12:00 PM on 24 Jul 2012 from Dr Lesley Page.

Name: Dr Lesley Page

Email: Lesley.page@kcl.ac.uk

10 The Crescent, Rutherway, Oxford, Oxfordshire OX2
Address:
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From: THOMPSON Emma

To: MASTERS Richard; HIBBERD Allan

Cc: ALISON Julian

Subject: FW: Application 12/02578/SEV re The Lodge, Oxpens Road, Oxford

Date: 23 July 2012 09:44:44

From: Bobbie Nichols [mailto:bobbienichols@btinternet.com] 
Posted At: 21 July 2012 17:25
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: Application 12/02578/SEV re The Lodge, Oxpens Road, Oxford
Subject: Application 12/02578/SEV re The Lodge, Oxpens Road, Oxford

I wish to object most strongly to the renewal of the Sexual Entertainment License for

The Lodge in Oxpens Road.  This location is inappropriate for an establishment of this

nature.  If Oxford has to have a sexual entertainment venue within its boundaries, it

should not be located in close proximity to an educational establishment (Cherwell

College) and a sporting facility (the ice rink).  Neither should it be located near a

residential area (Thames Street and Woodbine Close), particularly as it is open all night

so that residents are likely to be disturbed by patrons arriving and leaving.  In addition,

its location next to the coach park and the very large advertisement at the railway

station does not give a very good impression to visitors. Oxford is, or should be, a world

heritage site not a venue for rowdy stag parties, and the blatant advertisement of The

Lodge encourages the latter idea rather than the former.

Therefore I urge the Licensing Committee not to renew this license.

Roberta Nichols

38 Mattock Way

Abingdon OX14 2PQ

 Bobbie Nichols [mailto:bobbienichols@btinternet.com] 

Roberta Nichols

38 Mattock Way

Abingdon OX14 2PQ
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From: THOMPSON Emma

To: MASTERS Richard; HIBBERD Allan

Cc: ALISON Julian

Subject: FW: The lodge

Date: 20 July 2012 14:27:42

From: gordon kennedy [mailto:gjk@gpackennedy.demon.co.uk] 
Posted At: 20 July 2012 13:10
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: The lodge
Subject: The lodge

12/02578/SEV      The Lodge

I wish to object to the new licence for The Lodge on two grounds.

 

Oxford City Council  wishes to encourage tourism to the city as a means of providing jobs for many

groups in  the population. Tourists come to enjoy its history and heritage ;many would find the

presence of The Lodge to be  unwelcome and offensive.

 

Many students come to the Oxford to learn English and  to study. Parents would be reluctant to

send their children to the City if they were to learn that there were a sex establishment near the

city centre.

Pat Kennedy

Lye Valley City Councillor

 

 

 gordon kennedy [mailto:gjk@gpackennedy.demon.co.uk] 

Pat Kennedy
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file:///M|/.../Licensing/Licensing%20Authority/Hearings/Applications/Current/The%20Lodge%20SEV/FW%20Contact%20Via%20Website.txt[20/07/2012 13:34:48]

From: MASTERS Richard
Sent: 06 July 2012 15:38
To: ALISON Julian; HIBBERD Allan; MORRIS Jill; THORNTON Robert M
Cc: THOMPSON Emma
Subject: FW: Contact Via Website

Please see email below

Richard Masters

Licensing Assistant
Licensing Authority
Oxford City Council
St Aldate's Chambers
109 St Aldate's
Oxford
OX1 1DS

Tel:01865 252565
Email: rmasters@oxford.gov.uk

-----Original Message-----
From: www-data [mailto:www-data@occ2.oxil.co.uk] Posted At: 06 July 2012 15:50 Posted To: 
licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: Contact Via Website
Subject: Contact Via Website

You have received a contact message from the Oxford City Council Website as follows:

Name: Julia Drown

Email Address: juliad@phonecoop.com

Address: 

40 Jack Straw's Lane
OX3 0DW

Telephone No.: 766577

Comments: website won't let me put in the following comment on the application below in ref number box:

As a local resident of Oxford and a mother of two young children I would urge councillors not to renew the licence at 
this sex establishment because of the damage that it is causing and would continue to cause to the City’s reputation, 
crime and disorder and affect on young people.  

The City centre is relatively densely populated.  It is known virtually worldwide for its historic buildings and tourist 
attractions which do not fit well with sex establishments. The economic benefits to the City of tourism are huge and 
should not be put at risk by the extension of the licence of this sex establishment. Given the pressure on the economy 
and local jobs the reputation of the City is especially important at this time.

-----Original Message-----
From: www-data [mailto:www-data@occ2.oxil.co.uk] Posted At: 06 July 2012 15:50 Posted To: 

Name: Julia Drown

Email Address: juliad@phonecoop.com

Address: 

40 Jack Straw's Lane

Telephone No.: 766577
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file:///M|/.../Licensing/Licensing%20Authority/Hearings/Applications/Current/The%20Lodge%20SEV/FW%20Contact%20Via%20Website.txt[20/07/2012 13:34:48]

Even for those who wish to see sex establishments in the City, there is a real problem with the location of this one 
since many families use the areas nearby this building – there is a coach park next door, a large shop, the college 
opposite and the ice skating rink next door. There is a church and nursery nearby too. Young children and women 
should be able to feel comfortable in this area but they do not because of the presence of this sex establishment.  If 
councillors are minded to vote for this I would like them to think of how they would justify and explain what this is 
for, to the many young children and women whose lives necessarily bring them near this sex establishment.

The current licence to have a sex establishment at this location has greatly changed the character of the area to its 
detriment. Rather than it being a nightclub where men and women alike can socialise it has been a sex establishment 
run by a man mainly for men. It has left many women in Oxford feeling very uncomfortable. 

I would expect that if it hasn’t already, it will impact negatively on crime and disorder and certainly on the feeling of 
safety of women in this area

I’d urge councillors to consider the impact this sex establishment has had and will continue to have on families and 
women in the City. I would urge councillors to respect the great heritage we enjoy in Oxford and not to continue to 
put our worldwide reputation as a great City at risk by approving this sex establishment. It’s licence to date has made a 
number of women feel less safe in this area and this renewal should therefore be refused.

Customer reference number: 12/02578/SEV
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file:///C|/...ibberd.OCC_CORE_DOM/Desktop/New%20reps%20whilst%20I%20am%20on%20Holiday/FW%201202578SEV%20-%20Hoe.txt[13/08/2012 12:31:01]

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: Susanna Hoe [mailto:susanna@lhoe.fsnet.co.uk] 
Posted At: 30 July 2012 15:41
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: 12/02578/SEV
Subject: 12/02578/SEV

I wish to attach my name to objections you are receiving in response to the consultation on the renewal of the licence 
for The Lodge lapdancing venue. I attach a document which has been carefully researched by a member of one of the 
women's groups of which I, too, am a member. I fully endorse the points made.
Yours sincerely,
Susanna Hoe
20A Plantation Road,
Oxford OX2 6JD

From: Susanna Hoe [mailto:susanna@lhoe.fsnet.co.uk] 

Yours sincerely,
Susanna Hoe
20A Plantation Road,20A Plantation Road,
Oxford OX2 6JD
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This representation submits objections to the applicant being granted a Sexual 

Entertainment Venue (SEV) licence on the following grounds: 

Uses to which premises in the nearby vicinity are put 
It is submitted that the applicant’s premises is situated in a locality which is highly 

inappropriate for an SEV given the uses to which nearby premises are put. The OCC draft 

SEV Licensing Policy (2012) states that “the council will not normally licence premises that 

are in close proximity to:

(i) Historic buildings or tourist attractions 
(ii) Schools, play areas, nurseries, children’s centres or similar premises 
(iii) Shopping centres 
(iv) Residential areas 
(v) Places of worship” 

Oxford is a small city, and there is no part of central Oxford which does not include 

residential clusters and related amenities such as schools, children's play areas, places of 

worship.  The Council’s chose to give primacy in licensing considerations to issues of 

location and proximity including to schools, historic buildings, tourist sites etc. 

(i) Proximity to historic buildings or tourist attractions 
“The Lodge” position on Oxpens Road is in close proximity to the following: 

a) The Ice Rink (approx 85m) -  
The Lodge itself acknowledges its proximity to the leisure facilities of the city by 
advertising its location with reference to them (from website) The Lodge Gentleman's 
Club, Oxpens Road, (Next to the ice rink), Oxford OX1 1RX.
b) City Centre Car Parks (less than 100m) 
c) Oxford Castle (approx 390m) 

In congruence with the draft OCC policy, it is clear that a strip club in close proximity to 

such historic and tourist amenities is neither acceptable nor appropriate for a variety of 

reasons including the impact of perceptions of safety.  Use of and access to amenities is, 

for many, reliant on the use of the city centre carparks located just off Oxpens Road and 

the position of The Lodge is considered, by women, to impinge their safety in using such 

amenities (see Oxford Feminist Network survey results, submitted separately.  We would 

also like the Committee to consider “That there are places in the locality where women are 

likely to be vulnerable to the higher levels of harassment associated with sexual 

entertainment venues” (taken from Dr James Harrison’s legal advice1 on SEV Licensing 

(Co-Director, Centre for Human Rights in Practice, School of Law, University of Warwick).

Evidence of this is seen in the comments to the Oxford Feminist Network survey, for 

example:

“The men who visit lapdancing clubs, even when not at the club, towards women, are awful 

- I've been jeered at and had horrible comments about my body and the way I dress, all in 

loud voices by big men who make me feel threatened. […] It's as though the club has made 

men think that they have a right to treat all women as available for them to stare at and 

expect sex from and treat demeaningly” 

1
 Sexual Entertainment Venues – A rational decision that no venues should be granted licenses in a 

particular area will not breach human rights law
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“I go to midnight ice hockey every Wednesday and have to walk past The Lodge. […] I 

have frequently felt uncomfortable walking past it and have on two separate incidents been 

harassed by individuals in the street who have left the club.” 

“Having lived on the same road as The Lodge, I felt very threatened if I ever had to 

walk/cycle home at night. The street makes you feel very isolated when the only other 

people there are men either pumped about going to such a venue or worse who are 

leaving, probably more exited and with more skewed views towards women than when they 

went in.” 

In a doorstep consultations with residents, members of Oxford Feminist Network heard 

stories from residents about men leaving the club (5am) shouting sexually explicity 

epithets whilst walking down the street, urinating in doorways, ripping drainpipes and other 

wall attached items from their holdings and, more rarely, climbing fences into people’s 

gardens whilst drunk leaving residents feeling unsafe and being forced ring the Police 

more than once.  Local businesses reported their staff and customers being racially 

abused by men leaving the club.  From the Oxford Feminist Network survey, the number of 

answers saying that women would avoid using amenities such as carparks etc in proximity 

to a lap dancing venue shows that the location of The Lodge is, in effect, curtailing women 

being able to access the city centre both by day and, more strongly, at night.  It is creating 

a second-class citizen status for women and runs directly counter to the Council’s Equality 

Duties.

Additionally given that part of the car park area is a dedicated coach park which does load 

and unload passengers at the Oxpen’s location it would be impossible to access any part 

of the city centre, including Oxford Castle without seeing The Lodge and this has an 

impact on the attitude towards the City and visitors expectations of it.  Whilst the previous 

Licensing Application did consider the proximity of the Ice Rink, they failed to consider the 

impact of children and young people repeatedly seeing the advertising (however discrete it 

is considered) which feeds into our later discussion of the impact on equality..   

(ii) Schools, play areas, nurseries, children’s centres or similar premises 
“The Lodge” position on Oxpens Road is in close proximity to the following: 

a) OCV College (approx 78m) 
b) Kings Mead House (approx 90m) 
c) St Thomas Nursery (approx 260m) 

The applicant’s premises is sited close to St Thomas Nursery, making it impossible for 

parents coming from the Thames St area to access the nursery without passing by the 

strip club.  OCVC has teaching until 9pm and additionally it educates students under the 

age of 16 (on apprenticeship programmes etc) and vulnerable adults under the age of 21 

(on a variety of programmes) thus it’s proximity should be considered in the same way as 

a secondary school.  It is noted that OCVC is located almost directly opposite the club 

meaning all their students see the club on a daily basis.  Kings Mead House houses, 

amongst other things, A4E which runs adult training courses including work with 

vulnerable adults.  Parents and nursery staff, students, teachers and trainers ought to be 

entitled to a safe community environment which is not situated in close proximity to the sex 
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industry.  The choice of advertising location, on the major foot route from the station to 

town and in a residential area with children is highly inappropriate and suggestive that the 

club owners are not concerned about the impact of their venue nor about the Council’s 

duties.

(iii)Shopping complexes 
“The Lodge” position on Oxpens Road is in reasonable proximity to: 

a) Westgate (approx 470m) 

(iv) Residential Areas 
“The Lodge” position on Oxpens Road is in close proximity to the following: 

a) Thames St 
b) St Thomas St 
c) Residents walking from train station 

Residents on Thames St report used condoms on the pavement, an increase in 

advertising for Escort Agencies and traffic issues around close of business for The Lodge.  

Residents on Oxpens Road reported the public disorder/criminal activities noted above.  

Whilst some residents noted fewer problems then when the premises were being run as 

The Coven, failures of previous licensing and enforcement are not grounds for approval of 

this application.  Such reasons reflect concerns raised by key stakeholders in 

consultations which led to the subsequent reform of licensing law governing the sex 

industry vis-à-vis strip clubs. Other reasons included the heightened statistical link to 

physical, verbal and sexual assaults against women who live or work in the vicinity of strip 

clubs. It is noted that whilst the applicant employs door staff immediately outside the 

entrance of the strip club, these staff cannot and do not provide security for members of 

the public who traverse on the Oxpens Road past the club on their way to and from work, 

of which there are very high numbers given the applicant’s proximity to major transport 

hubs (see below). 

(v) Places of Worship 
“The Lodge” position on Oxpens Road is in close proximity to the following: 

a) St Thomas the Martyr Church (approx 290m) 
The applicant’s premises are in very close proximity to the Church which is used for 

regular worship. 

Other uses to which nearby premises are put 
The location of important amenities in the locality of the applicant’s premises directly 

exposes residents and commuters to the harms and disturbance associated with the sex 

industry (especially verbal, physical and sexual assaults). These include that Oxpens 

Road is a significant “hub” for city centre transport on foot and in cars.  It’s proximity to the 

Railway Station and bus stops and it being the most direct route to Abingdon Road and St 

Aldates from those locations.  Given that in the case of Vimac Leisure and Durham City 

Council the factor of local transport hubs was cited as a legitimate ground for the refusal of 

a premises licence with attached adult entertainment provisions given the high numbers of 

minors congregating in the region of a local bus and railway station.  Here, however, we 

have a combination of the proximity of an educational provider working with under 16s, an 
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educational provider working with some vulnerable adults and proximity to transport links.

Additionally female commuters from London and Birmingham who arrive at the station 

after dark and need to access, for example Thames St, are faced with having to pass the 

strip club and its “patrons” during operational hours on their way home. 

Character of the relevant locality 
OCC draft policy also provides that SEV licences shall be considered with respect to the 

character of the relevant locality.  Arguably the Oxpens Road area is one struggling to 

attract development and improvement, treated as it is as a liminal site which people “move 

through” rather than remain in and this will only continue to be exacerbated by the 

presence of this strip club.  Efforts are being made by local residents to improve the area, 

indeed residents during a canvas of the area did point out “that their area was already 

struggling to improve and the fact that there was now a Lap dancing club there really didn't 

help”2. and therefore we would argue that efforts to upgrade the area into a safe, 

welcoming and respectable area that attracts a broader segment of the population is being 

severely inhibited by the presence of the applicant operating as a strip club. In order to 

achieve the economic and social prosperity which the local area needs, the public image 

of the region would be improved by refusing the applicant an SEV licence. 

Equality
Whilst not specifically address in the OCC draft policy, it is a valid reason to refuse a 

licence when considered in conjunction with the Equality Act 2010 and the Call to End 

Violence Against Women and Girls (2011).  The Equalities Act 2010 places every public 

authority under a duty to “in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the need to ... 

eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduce that is 

prohibited by or under this Act.”  The latter guidance states that it recognises “that violence 

against women is a consequence of continuing inequality between men and women, and 

is a barrier to achieving equality”.  It is our contention that lap dancing venues in toto

represent one way in which inequality between men and women is reinforced.  As such the 

Location of The Lodge, its proximity to child-focused establishments and to civic 

amenities makes it inherently gender inequitable and as such Licensing such an activity at 

these premises runs contrary to the duty in The Equality Act 2010.  Lap Dancing, it must 

be remembered, is an industry in which “men exercise their social, sexual and economic 

authority over women who are dependent on them and are organised according to gender 

inequality, which is perpetuated in gendered spaces and consequently sexualised.  The 

typical strip club scenario displays young, nude or partially nude women for fully clothed 

male customers.  When organizations are produced in the context of the structural 

relations of domination, control and violence, they reproduce those relations” (Holsopple 

1999).  The Lodge itself readily acknowledges this gender imbalance in its promotional 

material (see website) which makes clear this is a male dominated space: 

Our stunning dancers are waiting to entertain and treat you as Kings for the evening. 
Oh what a night! It was fantastic and we were treated like kings! I’d highly recommend The 

Lodge.

2
 Canvas of Thames St. 
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Oozes class. Everything from the decor to the ladies are top quality! I couldn’t imagine any 
group of men not having a great time there.3

The Lodge therefore readily acknowledges that they are a running a business based on 

male dominance and authority in which women are presented as commodities on a par 

with the furniture and fittings of the club (i.e. as objects rather than people).  Indeed 

research has shown that wherever lapdance and strip clubs appear, women’s quality of life 

deteriorates as a result, with increased reports of rape4. Lap dancing clubs promote “sex-

object “culture - the mainstreaming of the sex and porn industries. The growth of lap 

dancing clubs has fed into what OBJECT terms “sexobject” culture - the mainstreaming of 

the sex and porn industries and the ever increasing sexual objectification of women and 

girls. The End Violence Against Women coalition (UK) has called on the Government to 

tackle the sexualisation of women and girls because it provides a “conducive context“ for 

violence against women. For example, there is growing evidence that sexobject culture is 

conducive to violence against women when we consider that a general audience cannot 

tell the difference between the objectifing language about women in “lads mags” and the 

language used by sex offenders to talk about their victims5.  It is accepted that Lap 

dancing clubs have a negative impact on women’s safety in the local vicinity.  The UK 

Royal Institute of Town Planning has drawn attention to concerns regarding the impact of 

lap dancing clubs on women in the local areas: ‘Evidence shows that in certain locations, 

lap dancing and exotic dancing clubs make women feel threatened or uncomfortable’6.

Personal testimony from women, as well as hundreds of responses to council 

consultations (including Oxford’s) on the issue further reinforce the idea of a link between 

the proliferation of lap dancing clubs and increased levels of sexual harassment for women 

in the vicinity:  ‘On separate occasions, I have had men say to me “How much for a dance 

love? I’ll give you £20 to get yours out,”... they seem to always think that because they can 

pay to degrade and abuse women inside the club that I am no different’7.  Additionally strip 

clubs have a negative impact on women’s safety in wider society by normalising the 

representation of women as being always sexually available and this is worrying in light of 

widespread public opinion that women are in some way responsible for sexual assaults 

perpetrated against them. The links between the expansion of lap dancing clubs and an 

increase in the levels of sexual violence have been raised by organisations who work with 

victims and perpetrators of gender-based violence. For example, as Chair of Rape Crisis 

Nicole Westmarland reported that lap dancing clubs ‘both support and are a consequence 

of sexual violence in society’. This view is reiterated by the Director of the White Ribbon 

Campaign, an organisation which works with men to end violence against women: ‘Any 

expansion of lap dancing clubs feeds an increase in the lack of respect for women’8.

Furthermore, in response to research it commissioned into the impact of lap dancing clubs 

3
 The Lodge Promotional Quotes taken from their website.

4
 Eden, I. (2003) The Lilith Report on Lapdancing and Striptease in the Borough of Camden. London: Eaves 

5
 See http://www.mdx.ac.uk/aboutus/news-events/news/mags.aspx 

6
 Royal Town Planning Institute (2007), Gender and Spatial Planning, Good Practice Note 7,10 December 

2007
7
 See www.object.org.uk for testimonies 

8
 Both quotes are from an OBJECT leaflet 2008 
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on the city, Glasgow City Council9 stated:  “Images of women and ‘entertainment’ which 

demean and degrade women portraying them as sexual objects plays a part in 

 normalising  sexual violence and contributes to male abuse of women being acceptable, 

tolerated, condoned and excused. Such entertainment runs counter to explicit 

commitments by a range of private, public and voluntary agencies to promoting women s 

equality.”

In this sense, licensing SEVs is at odds with the duties of the Local Authority in terms of 

promoting prevention of crime and disorder, public safety or the prevention of nuisance.  

Additionally there is evidence showing that in a two year period to 2011 sexual and violent 

crime in Bristol increased by 82% within a 50m radius of Sexual Entertainment Venues 

compared to 45% in the rest of the city centre area10.  Indeed a senior Police Officer in 

Cornwall has commented on the link Police have seen between lap dancing clubs and sex 

crimes11.

As such we submit that refusing the application is the only reasonable and appropriate on 
which can be taken. 

However, should the Council not listen to the views of their residents and license this 

establishment, we would ask that the Committee gives due regard to the impact of any and 

all advertising and for restrictions on taking photographs and visual film footage.

Advertising for these establishments, including signage and frontages of premises and 

billboard advertising elsewhere, creates an intimidating atmosphere and a real threat to 

the safety of women.  No advertising should be allowed for such premises and explicit 

images displaying what goes on within the clubs should not be allowed in any public 

spaces – indeed the impact of the large advertisement has been commented on in the 

local press, particularly when it was (over Christmas) next to an advert for a children’s 

pantomime.  We also argue that, for the welfare and safety of the dancers the taking of 

photographs and visual film footage (other than CCTV) should not to be permitted on the 

premises during operating hours.  We believe allowing photography in lap dancing clubs 

will allow for pornographic images to be taken of women, which could then easily exist on 

the internet and in pornographic publications without the consent of the woman involved. 

Many other establishments (designer shops / art galleries / music venues) have 

photography bans, and we see no reason why, with the dancers’ welfare in mind, this rule 

cannot be extended in lap dancing clubs. 

We would also like to recommend that, like other employers of staff who work unsocial 

hours (for example fast food outlets), The Lodge should be made by a condition of 

licensing to provide their staff with a free taxi home as public transport has often ceased 

when the staff have finished their shifts. Women at who work at lap dancing clubs are 

potentially at risk if they found themselves on the same public transport as someone who 

had been a customer earlier in their shift, as she would no longer have the protection of 

                                                
9
 Glasgow City Council report on the need for review of licensing legislation in the light of concerns re table 

dancing http://www.glasgow.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/0D19236F-808A-4467-96F7-
6A9508C1F312/0/legtablic2.pdf
10

 See http://coventrywomensvoices.files.wordpress.com/2011/12/police-rpt-vaw-control-areas-nov111.doc
11

 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-cornwall-18199223
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the security staff. We would like this to be included in conditions, again with dancers’ 

welfare in mind. 
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30!July!2012!

Dear!Licensing!Committee!

! !

Re:!Application!12/02578/SEV!!!!!

!

Please!consider!this!representation!as!an!objection!to!the!application!for!a!Sexual!Entertainment!Venue!

licence!by!The!Lodge!of!Oxpens!Road.!Oxford!Sexual!Abuse!and!Rape!Crisis!Centre!(OSARCC)!is!a!local!charity!

providing!specialist!support!services!to!women!and!girls!who!have!experienced!rape,!sexual!abuse!or!any!

other!form!of!sexual!violence.!We!witness!the!devastating!impact!that!sexual!violence!and!harassment!has!

on!the!lives!of!women!in!Oxford!every!day.!

!

Research!demonstrates!that!wherever!lap!dance!and!strip!clubs!appear,!women’s!quality!of!life!deteriorates,!

with!increased!reports!of!sexual!violence!"!indeed!the!presence!of!lap!dancing!clubs!creates!‘no"go’!zones!for!

women!in!the!local!vicinity.
1
!Research!undertaken!in!the!London!Borough!of!Camden!found!a!fifty!percent!

increase!in!sexual!assaults!in!the!borough!after!the!rapid!expansion!of!lap!dancing!clubs
2
.!A!senior!Police!

Officer!in!Cornwall!has!commented!on!the!link!Police!have!seen!between!lap!dancing!clubs!and!sex!crimes
3
.!

!

Other!local!councils!have!found!links!between!Sexual!Entertainment!Venues!and!violence!against!women!in!

their!localities.!In!response!to!research!it!commissioned!into!the!impact!of!lap!dancing!clubs!on!the!city,!

Glasgow!City!Council
4
!stated:!!“Images!of!women!and!‘entertainment’!which!demean!and!degrade!women!

portraying!them!as!sexual!objects!plays!a!part!in!�normalising�!sexual!violence!and!contributes!to!male!

abuse!of!women!being!acceptable,!tolerated,!condoned!and!excused.!Such!entertainment!runs!counter!to!

explicit!commitments!by!a!range!of!private,!public!and!voluntary!agencies!to!promoting!women’s!equality.”!

!

Lap!dancing!clubs!also!contribute!to!the!normalised!representation!of!women!as!sexual!objects!which!is!

directly!linked!to!increased!violence!against!women.!Such!clubs!represent!women!as!always!sexually!

available!and!they!make!sexual!harassment!seem!normal,!as!what!takes!place!within!the!four!walls!of!a!lap!

dancing!club!would!be!considered!harassment!in!any!other!context.!The!links!between!objectification,!

discrimination!and!violence!against!women!are!recognised!at!the!international!level!by!the!legally!binding!

United!Nations!Convention!to!Eliminate!Discrimination!Against!Women!(CEDAW),!which!has!repeatedly!

called!on!states!–!including!the!British!Government!"!to!take!action!against!the!objectification!of!women.!

!

The!application!from!The!Lodge!is!of!great!concern!to!OSARCC.!The!proximity!of!residential!areas,!local!

tourist!attractions!and!historic!buildings,!places!of!worship,!shopping!centres!and!educational!institutes!to!

the!applicant’s!premises!mean!that!its!location!is!highly!inappropriate.!For!these!reasons,!for!those!outlined!

above!and!because!consultation!demonstrates!that!local!women!consider!such!a!venue!to!impinge!on!their!

safety!(see!Oxford!Feminist!Network!survey),!the!granting!of!a!licence!to!this!premise!is!unacceptable.!We!

urge!you!to!refuse!the!application.!!

!

Yours!!

!

Natalie!Brook!

(Service!Manager)

1
!OBJECT!factsheet!http://www.object.org.uk/files/Fact%20Sheet%20on%20Lap%20Dancing.pdf!

2
!Eden,!I.!(2003)!The!Lilith!Report!on!Lapdancing!and!Striptease!in!the!Borough!of!Camden.!London:!Eaves!

3
!http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk"england"cornwall"18199223!

4
!Glasgow!City!Council!report!on!the!need!for!review!of!licensing!legislation!in!the!light!of!concerns!re!table!dancing!

http://www.glasgow.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/0D19236F"808A"4467"96F7"6A9508C1F312/0/legtablic2.pdf!

Natalie Brook
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This representation submits objections application 12/02578/SEV and to the applicant 

being granted a Sexual Entertainment Venue (SEV) licence on the following grounds: 

Uses to which premises in the nearby vicinity are put 

It is submitted that the applicant’s premises is situated in a locality which is highly 

inappropriate for an SEV given the uses to which nearby premises are put. The OCC draft 

SEV Licensing Policy (2012) states that “the council will not normally licence premises that 

are in close proximity to:

(i) Historic buildings or tourist attractions 
(ii) Schools, play areas, nurseries, children’s centres or similar premises 
(iii) Shopping centres 
(iv) Residential areas 
(v) Places of worship” 

Oxford is a small city, and there is no part of central Oxford which does not include 

residential clusters and related amenities such as schools, children's play areas, places of 

worship.  The Council’s chose to give primacy in licensing considerations to issues of 

location and proximity including to schools, historic buildings, tourist sites etc. 

(i) Proximity to historic buildings or tourist attractions 
“The Lodge” position on Oxpens Road is in close proximity to the following: 

a) The Ice Rink (approx 85m) -  
The Lodge itself acknowledges its proximity to the leisure facilities of the city by 
advertising its location with reference to them (from website) The Lodge Gentleman's 
Club, Oxpens Road, (Next to the ice rink), Oxford OX1 1RX.
b) City Centre Car Parks (less than 100m) 
c) Oxford Castle (approx 390m) 

In congruence with the draft OCC policy, it is clear that a strip club in close proximity to 

such historic and tourist amenities is neither acceptable nor appropriate for a variety of 

reasons including the impact of perceptions of safety.  Use of and access to amenities is, 

for many, reliant on the use of the city centre carparks located just off Oxpens Road and 

the position of The Lodge is considered by respondents to the Oxford Feminist Network 

survey to impinge their ability to use such amenities in the evening and at night (see 

Oxford Feminist Network survey results, submitted separately).  I would also like the 

Committee to consider “That there are places in the locality where women are likely to be 

vulnerable to the higher levels of harassment associated with sexual entertainment 

venues” (taken from Dr James Harrison’s legal advice1 on SEV Licensing (Co-Director, 

Centre for Human Rights in Practice, School of Law, University of Warwick).  Evidence of 

this is seen in the comments to the Oxford Feminist Network survey, for example: 

“The men who visit lapdancing clubs, even when not at the club, towards women, are awful 

- I've been jeered at and had horrible comments about my body and the way I dress, all in 

1
 Sexual Entertainment Venues – A rational decision that no venues should be granted licenses in a 

particular area will not breach human rights law
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loud voices by big men who make me feel threatened. […] It's as though the club has made 

men think that they have a right to treat all women as available for them to stare at and 

expect sex from and treat demeaningly” 

“I go to midnight ice hockey every Wednesday and have to walk past The Lodge. […] I 

have frequently felt uncomfortable walking past it and have on two separate incidents been 

harassed by individuals in the street who have left the club.” 

“Having lived on the same road as The Lodge, I felt very threatened if I ever had to 

walk/cycle home at night. The street makes you feel very isolated when the only other 

people there are men either pumped about going to such a venue or worse who are 

leaving, probably more excited and with more skewed views towards women than when 

they went in.”

“Just walking past The Lodge I have had cars stop and ask if I am offering “business” (i.e. 
engaged in prostitution) and have had other cars wind down their windows to shout sexual 
expletives at me.  This hasn’t happened anywhere else in town, it’s specific to that part of 
Oxpens Road (and therefore The Lodge).  I try to avoid that area, especially after dark as I 
fear one day the problem will escalate from verbal abuse to something else.” 

In a doorstep consultations with residents, members of Oxford Feminist Network heard 

stories from residents about men leaving the club (5am) shouting sexually explicit epithets 

whilst walking down the street, urinating in doorways, ripping drainpipes and other wall 

attached items from their holdings and, more rarely, climbing fences into people’s gardens 

whilst drunk leaving residents feeling unsafe and being forced ring the Police more than 

once.  Local businesses reported their staff and customers being racially abused by men 

leaving the club, being asked for use of a payphone so men leaving The Lodge can ring 

prostitutes and becoming extremely hostile when refused.  From the Oxford Feminist 

Network survey, the number of answers saying that women would avoid using amenities in 

proximity to a lap dancing venue shows that the location of The Lodge is, in effect, 

curtailing women being able to access the city centre in the evening and at night.  It is 

creating a second-class citizen status for women and runs directly counter to the Council’s 

Equality Duties.   

Additionally given that part of the car park area is a dedicated coach park which does load 

and unload passengers at the Oxpens location it would be impossible to access any part 

of the city centre, including Oxford Castle without seeing The Lodge and this has an 

impact on the attitude towards the City and visitors expectations of it.  Whilst the previous 

Licensing Application did consider the proximity of the Ice Rink, they seem to have omitted 

consideration of late night and midnight skates which run regularly and involve young 

people from the ages of 14.  The previous Licensing Application also failed to consider the 

impact of children and young people repeatedly seeing the advertising (however discrete it 

is considered) which feeds into our later discussion of the impact on equality.

(ii) Schools, play areas, nurseries, children’s centres or similar premises 
“The Lodge” position on Oxpens Road is in close proximity to the following: 

a) OCV College (approx 78m) 
b) Kings Mead House (approx 90m) 
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c) St Thomas Nursery (approx 260m) 

The applicant’s premises is sited close to St Thomas Nursery, making it impossible for 

parents coming from the Thames St area to access the nursery without passing by the 

strip club.  OCVC has teaching until 9pm and additionally it educates students under the 

age of 16 (on apprenticeship programmes etc) and vulnerable adults under the age of 21 

(on a variety of programmes) thus it’s proximity should be considered in the same way as 

a secondary school.  It is noted that OCVC is located almost directly opposite the club 

meaning all their students see the club on a daily basis.  Kings Mead House houses, 

amongst other things, A4E which runs adult training courses including work with 

vulnerable adults.  Parents and nursery staff, students, teachers and trainers ought to be 

entitled to a safe community environment which is not situated in close proximity to the sex 

industry.

The choice of advertising location, on the major foot route from the station to town and in a 

residential area with children is highly inappropriate and suggestive that the club owners 

are not concerned about the impact of their venue nor about the Council’s duties. 

(iii)Shopping complexes 
“The Lodge” position on Oxpens Road is in reasonable proximity to: 

a) Westgate (approx 470m) 

(iv) Residential Areas 
“The Lodge” position on Oxpens Road is in close proximity to the following: 

a) Thames St 
b) St Thomas St 
c) Residents walking from train station 

Residents on Thames St report used condoms on the pavement, an increase in 

advertising for Escort Agencies and traffic issues around close of business for The Lodge.  

Residents on Oxpens Road reported the public disorder/criminal activities noted above.  

Whilst some residents noted fewer problems then when the premises were being run as 

The Coven, failures of previous licensing and enforcement are not grounds for approval of 

this application.  Such reasons reflect concerns raised by key stakeholders in 

consultations which led to the subsequent reform of licensing law governing the sex 

industry vis-à-vis strip clubs. Other reasons included the heightened statistical link to 

physical, verbal and sexual assaults against women who live or work in the vicinity of strip 

clubs. It is noted that whilst the applicant employs door staff immediately outside the 

entrance of the strip club, these staff cannot and do not provide security for members of 

the public who traverse on the Oxpens Road past the club on their way to and from work 

(as comments on the Oxford Feminist Network survey show), of which there are very high 

numbers given the applicant’s proximity to major transport hubs (see below). 

In this sense, licensing SEVs is at odds with the duties of the Local Authority in terms of 

promoting prevention of crime and disorder, public safety or the prevention of nuisance.  

Additionally there is evidence showing that in a two year period to 2011 sexual and violent 

crime in Bristol increased by 82% within a 50m radius of Sexual Entertainment Venues 
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compared to 45% in the rest of the city centre area2.  Indeed a senior Police Officer in 

Cornwall has commented on the link Police have seen between lap dancing clubs and sex 

crimes3.

(v) Places of Worship 
“The Lodge” position on Oxpens Road is in close proximity to the following: 

a) St Thomas the Martyr Church (approx 290m) 
The applicant’s premises are in very close proximity to the Church which is used for 

regular worship. 

Other uses to which nearby premises are put 

The location of important amenities in the locality of the applicant’s premises directly 

exposes residents and commuters to the harms and disturbance associated with the sex 

industry (especially verbal, physical and sexual assaults). These include that Oxpens 

Road is a significant “hub” for city centre transport on foot and in cars.  It’s proximity to the 

Railway Station and bus stops and it being the most direct route to Abingdon Road and St 

Aldates from those locations.  Given that in the case of Vimac Leisure and Durham City 

Council the factor of local transport hubs was cited as a legitimate ground for the refusal of 

a premises licence with attached adult entertainment provisions given the high numbers of 

minors congregating in the region of a local bus and railway station.  Here, however, there 

is proximity of an educational provider working with under 16s, an educational provider 

working with some vulnerable adults and proximity to transport links.  Additionally female 

commuters from London and Birmingham who arrive at the station after dark and need to 

access, for example Thames St, are faced with having to pass the strip club and its 

“patrons” during operational hours on their way home. 

Character of the relevant locality 

OCC draft policy also provides that SEV licences shall be considered with respect to the 

character of the relevant locality.  Arguably the Oxpens Road area is one struggling to 

attract development and improvement, treated as it is as a liminal site which people “move 

through” rather than remain in and this will only continue to be exacerbated by the 

presence of this strip club.  Efforts are being made by local residents to improve the area, 

indeed residents during a canvas of the area did point out “that their area was already 

struggling to improve and the fact that there was now a lap dancing club there really didn't 

help”4. and local residents argue that efforts to upgrade the area into a safe, welcoming 

and respectable area that attracts a broader segment of the population is being severely 

inhibited by the presence of the applicant operating as a strip club. In order to achieve the 

economic and social prosperity which the local area needs, the public image of the region 

would be improved by refusing the applicant an SEV licence. 

2
 See http://coventrywomensvoices.files.wordpress.com/2011/12/police-rpt-vaw-control-areas-nov111.doc

3
 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-cornwall-18199223

4
 Canvas of Thames St. 
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Equality

Whilst not specifically address in the OCC draft policy, it is a valid reason to refuse a 

licence when considered in conjunction with the Equality Act 2010 and the Call to End 

Violence Against Women and Girls (2011).  The Equalities Act 2010 places every public 

authority under a duty to “in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the need to ... 

eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduce that is 

prohibited by or under this Act.”  The latter guidance states that it recognises “that violence 

against women is a consequence of continuing inequality between men and women, and 

is a barrier to achieving equality”.  It is our contention that lap dancing venues in toto

represent one way in which inequality between men and women is reinforced.  As such the 

location of The Lodge, its proximity to child-focused establishments and to civic amenities 

makes it inherently gender inequitable and as such Licensing such an activity at these 

premises runs contrary to the duty in The Equality Act 2010.  Lap Dancing, it must be 

remembered, is an industry in which “men exercise their social, sexual and economic 

authority over women who are dependent on them and are organised according to gender 

inequality, which is perpetuated in gendered spaces and consequently sexualised.  The 

typical strip club scenario displays young, nude or partially nude women for fully clothed 

male customers.  When organizations are produced in the context of the structural 

relations of domination, control and violence, they reproduce those relations” (Holsopple 

1999).  The Lodge itself readily acknowledges this gender imbalance in its promotional 

material (see website) which makes clear this is a male dominated space: 

Our stunning dancers are waiting to entertain and treat you as Kings for the evening. 
Oh what a night! It was fantastic and we were treated like kings! I’d highly recommend The 

Lodge.
Oozes class. Everything from the decor to the ladies are top quality! I couldn’t imagine any 

group of men not having a great time there.5

The Lodge therefore readily acknowledges that they are a running a business based on 

male dominance and authority in which women are presented as commodities on a par 

with the furniture and fittings of the club (i.e. as objects rather than people).  Indeed 

research has shown that wherever lapdance and strip clubs appear, women’s quality of life 

deteriorates as a result, with increased reports of rape6. Lap dancing clubs promote “sex-

object “culture - the mainstreaming of the sex and porn industries. The growth of lap 

dancing clubs has fed into what OBJECT terms “sexobject” culture - the mainstreaming of 

the sex and porn industries and the ever increasing sexual objectification of women and 

girls. The End Violence Against Women coalition (UK) has called on the Government to 

tackle the sexualisation of women and girls because it provides a “conducive context” for 

violence against women. For example, there is growing evidence that sexobject culture is 

conducive to violence against women especially considering that a general audience 

cannot tell the difference between the objectifing language about women in “lads mags” 

5
 The Lodge Promotional Quotes taken from their website.

6
 Eden, I. (2003) The Lilith Report on Lapdancing and Striptease in the Borough of Camden. London: Eaves 
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and the language used by sex offenders to talk about their victims7.  It is accepted that lap 

dancing clubs have a negative impact on women’s safety in the local vicinity.  The UK 

Royal Institute of Town Planning has drawn attention to concerns regarding the impact of 

lap dancing clubs on women in the local areas: ‘Evidence shows that in certain locations, 

lap dancing and exotic dancing clubs make women feel threatened or uncomfortable’8.

Personal testimony from women, as well as hundreds of responses to council 

consultations nationally (including Oxford’s) on the issue further reinforce the idea of a link 

between the proliferation of lap dancing clubs and increased levels of sexual harassment 

for women in the vicinity:  ‘On separate occasions, I have had men say to me “How much 

for a dance love? I’ll give you £20 to get yours out,”... they seem to always think that 

because they can pay to degrade and abuse women inside the club that I am no 

different’9.

Additionally strip clubs have a negative impact on women’s safety in wider society by 

normalising the representation of women as being always sexually available and this is 

worrying in light of widespread public opinion that women are in some way responsible for 

sexual assaults perpetrated against them. The links between the expansion of lap dancing 

clubs and an increase in the levels of sexual violence have been raised by organisations 

who work with victims and perpetrators of gender-based violence. For example, as Chair 

of Rape Crisis Nicola Westmarland reported that lap dancing clubs ‘both support and are a 

consequence of sexual violence in society’. This view is reiterated by the Director of the 

White Ribbon Campaign, an organisation which works with men to end violence against 

women: ‘Any expansion of lap dancing clubs feeds an increase in the lack of respect for 

women’10.   Furthermore, in response to research it commissioned into the impact of lap 

dancing clubs on the city, Glasgow City Council11 stated:  “Images of women and 

‘entertainment’ which demean and degrade women portraying them as sexual objects 

plays a part in  normalising  sexual violence and contributes to male abuse of women 

being acceptable, tolerated, condoned and excused. Such entertainment runs counter to 

explicit commitments by a range of private, public and voluntary agencies to promoting 

women s equality.” 

Business Model and Worker Safety

Still under considerations of equality and safety, the business model operated by all lap 

dancing venues is currently under legal challenge.  Lapdancers are claimed, by the clubs, 

to be self-employed despite the club determining how and when they can work (see 

Quashie v Stringfellows for more on the legal challenge) and charging a fee to the workers 

for working.  Without this additional economic exploitation, the lap dancing industry would 

7
 See http://www.mdx.ac.uk/aboutus/news-events/news/mags.aspx 

8
 Royal Town Planning Institute (2007), Gender and Spatial Planning, Good Practice Note 7,10 December 

2007
9
 See www.object.org.uk for testimonies 

10
 Both quotes are from an OBJECT leaflet 2008 

11
 Glasgow City Council report on the need for review of licensing legislation in the light of concerns re table 

dancing http://www.glasgow.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/0D19236F-808A-4467-96F7-
6A9508C1F312/0/legtablic2.pdf
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collapse – at the current time, lap dancing clubs console themselves that even on a slow 

night, they are making money directly from their dancers (through the house fee and other 

ad hoc charges) before a single customer enters the club.  As self-employed workers, the 

women dancing have fewer employment rights, little job security and less employment 

protection than other workers, then there is a need to investigate the working conditions 

are a core part of the business.

Part of the reason for determining the dancers to be self-employed is that this encourages 

them to compete for the attention of male customers, creating an atmosphere in which the 

financial set-up of the business feeds into a state of financial insecurity which can, and 

does, lead to women working in such conditions to break the rules by offering, for 

example, additional sexual services to enhance their income.  Jennifer Hayashi Danns & 

Sandrine Leveque (2011)12 document workers in sex entertainment venues in the UK 

describing “ruthless competition [between dancers] with women resorting to masturbating 

for the customers or ignoring no-touching rules to earn enough to pay the fees” aided and 

abetted by security staff and managers turning a blind eye to men groping, insulting or 

even threatening the women”13.  Additionally, Object have documented accounts of the 

way in which clubs exploit their workers, for example evidence from ex-lap-dancer (Lucy) 

tells the story about conditions graphically: “For example on my first night they said I didn’t 

have the right shoes or dress and said if I wanted to work then I would have to buy them 

off the club. The shoes were £60, the dress was £70 or £10 to rent per night. I didn’t have 

the cash but they said I had to have them or I couldn’t work so I would have to take them 

immediately and then work to pay them back.  So from my very first night I was in debt to 

the management and working to pay off that debt. We also had to pay for our own (over-

priced drinks) as well as paying commission to the house every night which was a 

minimum of twenty pounds whether or not you made any money. Some nights it was 

possible to actually lose money. There was also the fact that if you as a dancer break the 

regulations then you were fined : £20 for being late onto the floor, £20 for wearing the 

wrong shoes. £20 for the wrong dress, £20 for missing your pole dance. These 

regulations, unlike the licensing regulations regarding touching for instance, were enforced 

strictly. You weren’t allowed to leave early, you got fined if you don’t turn up at all. It 

becomes very easy to start losing money”.  This is wholly inconsistent with local authority 

duties and with any sense of equality or natural justice. 

Breaches of Licensing Conditions 
I have seen at least two breaches of licensing conditions relating to The Lodge. Below is
photographic evidence (from November 2011 ) of flagrant breaches of the licensing 
conditions relating to staff and customers sharing smoking areas showing that the Club 
has little regard for the conditions imposed by the Council. 

12
Stripping: the bare reality of lapdancing (Jennifer Hayashi Danns & Sandrine Leveque 2011) 

13
 From interview with Danns, The Guardian 10

th
 November 2011, available at 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/2011/nov/10/truth-lap-dancer-clubs.
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(original, full size digital photographs can be sent if required) 

Additionally Oxford Feminist Network has conducted a walk-past/drive past visual count in 
relation to the condition for the door staff to wear high visibility jackets.  The results of 
which are below: 

Month No of
Obs

No of 
time with 
Hi-Vis

Month No of
Obs

No of 
time with 
Hi-Vis

November 2011 1 0 December 2011 2 0

January 2011 2 0 February 2011 2 1

March 2011 3 1 April 2011 2 0

May 2011 2 0 June 2011 3 1

July 2011 2 2 Totals 19 5

Concluding Remarks 

As such I submit that refusing the application is the only reasonable and appropriate on 
which can be taken. 

However, should the Council not listen to the views of their residents and license this 

establishment, I would ask that: 

! the Committee gives due regard to the impact of any and all advertising, particularly 

reviewing the current advertising place.  Advertising for these establishments, 

including signage and frontages of premises and billboard advertising elsewhere, 

creates an intimidating atmosphere and a real threat to the safety of women.  No 

advertising should be allowed for such premises and explicit images displaying 

what goes on within the clubs should not be allowed in any public spaces – indeed 

the impact of the large advertisement has been commented on in the local press, 

particularly when it was (over Christmas) next to an advert for a children’s 

pantomime.

! the Committee give due regard the taking photographs and visual film footage on 
the premises.  For the welfare and safety of the dancers the taking of photographs 
and visual film footage (other than CCTV) should not to be permitted on the 
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premises during operating hours.  I believe allowing photography in lap dancing 
clubs will allow for pornographic images to be taken of women, which could then 
easily exist on the internet and in pornographic publications without the consent of 
the woman involved. Many other establishments (designer shops / art galleries / 
music venues) have photography bans, and I see no reason why, with the dancers’ 
welfare in mind, this rule cannot be extended in lap dancing clubs. 

! the Committee make a condition of the license that, like other employers of staff 
who work unsocial hours (for example fast food outlets), The Lodge must provide 
their staff with a free taxi home as public transport has often ceased when the staff 
have finished their shifts. Women at who work at lap dancing clubs are potentially 
at risk if they found themselves on the same public transport as someone who had 
been a customer earlier in their shift, as she would no longer have the protection of 
the security staff. I would like this to be included in conditions, again with dancers’ 
welfare in mind. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Dr Louise Livesey 
44 Lodge Close 
Oxford 
OX3 0QP 

Dr Louise Livesey Dr Louise Livesey 
44 Lodge Close 44 Lodge Close 
Oxford 
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file:///C|/...M/Desktop/New%20Lodge%20support%20letters/FW%20Forthcoming%20S.E.V%20license%20application%20-%20Edwards.txt[13/08/2012 12:41:19]

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: Paul.Edwards@bmwgroup.com [mailto:Paul.Edwards@bmwgroup.com] 
Posted At: 29 July 2012 21:09
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: Forthcoming S.E.V license application for the lodge oxpens road Oxford 
Subject: Forthcoming S.E.V license application for the lodge oxpens road Oxford

To Whom it may concern,

I am writing in regards to the forth coming S.E.V licence application for The Lodge on the Oxpens road, Oxford.

As an Oxford resident I find The Lodge to be a well managed entertainment venue that offers diversity and I would 
just like to offer my support to The Lodge on their application.

Kind regards 

Paul Edwards 

-------------------------------------------------------
This email was sent from an email account of BMW Hams Hall Motoren GmbH which is a company registered in 
Germany with company number HRB 120 457 and has its offices at Petuelring 130, 80809 München and a registered 
branch in England and Wales with company number BR004623 and its registered offices at Ellesfield Avenue, 
Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 8TA. The Managing Directors are Dr Anton Heiss and Nicholas Spencer and the trading 
address is at Canton Lane, Hams Hall, Coleshill, North Warwickshire, B46 1GB. ----------------------------------------
----------------

From: Paul.Edwards@bmwgroup.com [mailto:Paul.Edwards@bmwgroup.com] 

Paul Edwards 

Appendix C
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file:///C|/...M/Desktop/New%20reps%20whilst%20I%20am%20on%20Holiday/FW%20The%20Lodge%20Gentlemans's%20Club-%20Paul.txt[13/08/2012 12:31:02]

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From: Euan Paul [mailto:euan.paul@yahoo.com] 
Posted At: 25 July 2012 10:20
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: The Lodge Gentlemans's Club
Subject: The Lodge Gentlemans's Club

I understand that the renewal of the SEV license for the Lodge Gentleman's Club is due.

I would like to inform you that this has to be one of the best clubs I have ever visited.

It is exceptionally well managed and run in high quality premises which are maintained to a very high standard.

This club provides excellent entertainment of high standard and I frequently take my wife with me when visiting.

The entertainment provided is of adult nature but presented at a level that others would do well to aspire to.

One is also impressed by the quality and numbers of the door staff who are immaculatly presented and provide a 
professional approach  regardless of the requests made.

I ask you to renew this licence so that discerning members of the public can continue to enjoy the excellent facilities in
the future.

Euan H M PaulEuan H M Paul

From: Euan Paul [mailto:euan.paul@yahoo.com] 
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file:///C|/...top/New%20Lodge%20support%20letters/Fw%20THE%20LODGE%20OXPENS%20ROAD%20OXFORD%20-%20Carrington.txt[13/08/2012 12:41:19]

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: LIKE WARWOOD <witsenddancer@btinternet.com>
To: "licensing@oxford.gov.uk" <licensing@oxford.gov.uk> 
Sent: Sunday, 29 July 2012, 20:36
Subject: THE LODGE, OXPENS ROAD, OXFORD.. RENEWAL SEV LICENSE

To the Head of Environmental Development

I am one of the owners of the above premises and writing  in support of the SEV application.

We  put a lot of time in carefully finding a venue that would suit the area, and was granted our licence in 2011.  
Nothing has changed in the area since the license was granted.

Our team work along with the police and licensing authorities in maintaining a well run club. Our objectives being to 
follow the SEV guidlines set out according to our license and their many conditions.  The people who enter our 
establishment, enter on their own accord, male and female and couples too, who have an enjoyable evening.. 

Also I may add we spent a lot of money in refurbing the very untidy building to what it is now.  The venue was 
specifically built as a Lapdancing club and has no passing trade whatsoever to rely on.. This venue could not be a bar, 
restaurant or a club.  We employ 20 or so staff who all need their employment and are trained especially in this field 
of entertainment.  We also have 100 dancers working every week, many who live in the Oxford area who would find it 
impossible to travel to other towns to work.  

Yours faithfully

C Carrington
The Lodge
07974351829

C Carrington

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: LIKE WARWOOD <witsenddancer@btinternet.com>
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From: THOMPSON Emma

To: MASTERS Richard; HIBBERD Allan

Cc: ALISON Julian

Subject: FW: 12/02578/SEV The Lodge Oxford

Date: 23 July 2012 09:49:15

From: misteregg [mailto:misteregg@gmail.com] 
Posted At: 20 July 2012 20:10
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: 12/02578/SEV The Lodge Oxford
Subject: 12/02578/SEV The Lodge Oxford

Dear Sir, I would like to make a comment about the current licensing application
of The Lodge, Oxpens Road, Oxford, to renew its license as a strip/lapdance club.
I would hope that the licensing committee will consider my email during its
deliberations, but please excuse me, I am not legally trained, just a regular
member of the public.

I would like to offer my support for the renewal of their licence. I am a regular
visitor to the city of Oxford and I have taken friends and business friends to the
Lodge club.
The venue is very different to other venues in the city. It has a great ambience
and I am always courtiously greeted and attended by the door staff and
waitresses. The music isn't too loud at all and the general feel of the club is of a
very upmarket venue.

I myself haven't ever encountered a problem in or outside the venue , but I have
witnessed the door staff deal with a customer who was clearly intoxicated and
politely refused him entry and made sure he was put in a taxi home. Very
impressed.

Yes, there are ladies dancing naked inside the venue, but it is 100% theatre and
not offensive in the slightest. I understand we are living in 2012 and the issue of
nudity as entertainment is subjective, however, I feel those who are offended,
shouldn't go inside. From the outside, you wouldn't realise what the venue is
used for and there are signs at the entrance clearly stating it's nature of
business.

I hope you will pass this email on to the people who make the decision on the
license renewal.

Thank you

Philip Ross

 misteregg [mailto:misteregg@gmail.com] 

Philip Ross
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: Thirstbar [mailto:thirstbar@googlemail.com] 
Posted At: 29 July 2012 20:57
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: Licence template : if you could fill in address, sign and email me back that would be great :-)
Subject: Fwd: Licence template : if you could fill in address, sign and email me back that would be great :-)

  Sent from my iPhone

  Begin forwarded message:

    From: mark green <mark@bowmanleisure.co.uk>
    Date: 29 July 2012 20:41:50 GMT+01:00
    To: Jess <jesshayesuk@hotmail.com>
    Subject: Re: Fwd: Licence template : if you could fill in address, sign and email me back that would be great :-)

            Mark Green
            001 Taxis
            Oxford
            Ox1 1BU

        To whom it may concern,

        I am writing in regards to the forthcoming S.E.V  license application for The Lodge on the Oxpens Road, Oxford.

    From: mark green <mark@bowmanleisure.co.uk>

            Mark Green
            001 Taxis
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        My name is Mark Green and I am the owner of 001 Taxis based in St Aldates Oxford. I would just like to offer 
my support to the Lodge on their application and express that we have no concerns with this matter.

        Yours sincerely,

           Mark Green
           Director

        My name is Mark Green and I am the owner of 001 Taxis based in St Aldates Oxford. I would just like to offer         My name is Mark Green and I am the owner of 001 Taxis based in St Aldates Oxford. I would just like to offer 

           Mark Green
           Director
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Oxford City Stars Ltd 
c/o Oxford Ice Rink 

Oxpens Road 
Oxford 

OX1 1RX 

29th July 2012 

To whom it may concern, 

I am a director of the Oxford City Stars Ltd, the company running the Oxford City 
Stars ice hockey team based at the Oxford ice rink. 

I am writing on behalf of myself and co-director, Elaine Sutcliffe, regarding the 
forthcoming S.E.V. license application by The Lodge on the Oxpens Road in Oxford, 
to offer our support to the Lodge on their application and express that we have no 
concerns with this matter. 

Yours sincerely, 

JOHN HARRISON 
DIRECTOR, OXFORD CITY STARS LTD 
Tel: 07786 234252 

JOHN HARRISON 
DIRECTOR, OXFORD CITY STARS LTD 
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From: Al Thompson [thirstbar@googlemail.com]
Sent: 29 July 2012 19:03
To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Cc: ALISON Julian; HIBBERD Allan
Subject: Letter in support of the SEV renewal for The Lodge Oxpens Rd

To The Head of Environmental Development:

cc Julian Alison & Alan Hibberd

29.07.12

I am writing in support of the SEV application for the Lodge Gentleman’s Club, Oxpens Road. Oxford.

As one of the owners of the premises and the license holder for the SEV I have a few points I would like to explain.

A Gentleman’s Club is an extremely regulated and specialist business.
We have a huge amount of conditions attached to our license and as such we work closely with the Police and 
Licensing Authorities to ensure that these conditions are implemented and strictly adhered to.

The premises are different to other licensed premises.  We are not just a bar that happens to have an SEV license. 
When we were granted our SEV license at the hearing last year, we, at great expense, adapted and designed the 
building specifically for the purpose. We greatly reduced the capacity for customers and as such reduced fire exits. We
removed the dance floor, built a stage and removed the huge sound system. The club is designed for seated customers 
not vertical drinking and dancing.

Were we to lose the SEV at the renewal hearing we could not just revert the premises to run on the premises license as 
a regular bar without first converting the premises back for that use. This would involve not only substantial costs but 
also loss of earnings while we closed to complete the work. We would also have to lay off a lot of our staff that are 
employed for there skill sets relative to the Gentleman’s Club. I am of the opinion that the location does not lend itself 
for use as a bar. It is tucked out of the way with almost zero footfall in the evenings.

We were granted the SEV license a year ago and nothing in our location has changed to deem the location 
inappropriate in my opinion.

Yours truly,

Al Thompson
07775 670 115

Thirst Bar
53 Greek Street
Soho London W1D 3DR
5pm - 3am

The Lodge Gentleman's Club
Oxpens Road
Oxford OX1 1RX
10pm - 5am

From: Al Thompson [thirstbar@googlemail.com]

07775 670 115

Thirst Bar
53 Greek Street
Soho London W1D 3DR
5pm - 3am

The Lodge Gentleman's ClubThe Lodge Gentleman's Club
Oxpens RoadOxpens Road
Oxford OX1 1RX
10pm - 5am

Al ThompsonAl Thompson
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-----Original Message-----
From: Rob Opher [mailto:rob@thirstbar.com] Posted At: 29 July 2012 21:20 Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk
Conversation: Head of Environmental Development
Subject: Head of Environmental Development

I am writing in support of the Application for the Sex Establishment Licence, made by The Lodge Gentlemen's Club in
Oxpens Road, Oxford.
I am the DPS, and one of the owners.

The company went to great length's and considerable cost to satisfy all the requests made by the Licensing 
Authority,and Police.

The Lodge is a viable business, and has shown this by our strong customer base, who enjoy the safe environment we 
provide.

We have a large group of employees and local business's, who rely on the income derived from the business, much of 
which is re spent into the Oxford economy.

In my 23 years of experience of the local night time economy, this location, would not survive as a bar.

I hope on consideration, of  the Renewel of the Licence, this will be taken in to account.

Kind regards

Rob Opher
07770582666

Thirst Bars
7/8 park end st
Oxford OX11HH
8pm til' 2.30am Sun to Wed
8pm til' 3am  thur to Sat
01865 242044
www.thirstbar.com

The Lodge Gentlemen's club
Oxpens road Ox11RX
10pm til' 5am(last entry 3am)
01865 721533
www.thelodgeoxford.com

-----Original Message-----
From: Rob Opher [mailto:rob@thirstbar.com] Posted At: 29 July 2012 21:20 Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk

Rob OpherRob Opher
07770582666

Thirst Bars
7/8 park end st7/8 park end st
Oxford OX11HH
8pm til' 2.30am Sun to Wed8pm til' 2.30am Sun to Wed
8pm til' 3am  thur to Sat8pm til' 3am  thur to Sat
01865 242044
www.thirstbar.com

The Lodge Gentlemen's clubThe Lodge Gentlemen's club
Oxpens road Ox11RXOxpens road Ox11RX
10pm til' 5am(last entry 3am)10pm til' 5am(last entry 3am)
01865 721533
www.thelodgeoxford.com
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Appendix D

The Lodge

Oxpens Road

Oxford
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